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Multisites with JoomlaPack Seems to be looping
Posted by STUCKSHUTTER - 2009/05/30 23:46
_____________________________________

I just installed the JoomlaPack backup component in the multisites home directory where the initial install
was done. My goal is to backup all sites at the same time for now as I have only one small site out at this
point. 

Installation was normal but when I launched the backup, I got an ever increasing directory loop. So you
can see the issue, here is a snippet of the progress listing showing in JoomlaPack's backup page:  
/home/myaccount/public_html/jmain/multisites/cpasvcs/multisites/cpasvcs/multisites/cpasvcs/multisites/c
pasvcs/multisites/cpasvcs/multisites/cpasvcs/multisites/cpasvcs/multisites/cpasvcs/multisites/cpasvcs/m
ultisites/cpasvcs/multisites/cpasvcs/multisites/cpasvcs/multisites/cpasvcs/multisites/cpasvcs/multisites/c
pasvcs/administrator/components/com_multisites/css ....  

I finally shut this down as it was simply going on and on and on... no errors were reported. 

Does anyone have any idea what is going on and how to fix it?   

A few things:  
1. I did not install JoomlaPack in the slave site, only the master. 
2. The backup files were in the jmain directory "/backup" 
3. I would post the error log from JoomlaPack but it is 24.6 megs.... 

JoomlaPack is a well used product and it sure looks like the solution for me too... if I can get it working. 

Thanks to all who try to help.

============================================================================

Re:Multisites with JoomlaPack Seems to be looping
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/05/31 00:46
_____________________________________

At my knowledge JoomlaPack is not able to backup Symbolic Link correctly. 
If you are runing under Unix and want to perform a backup of your website, I suggest to use the tar -cvf
command. 
The native unix command can perform accurated backup and manage correctly Symbolic Link. 

Based on your description, JoomlaPack seems to repeat the backup of the content of the Symbolic Link
instead of just save the link like a native unix tar -cvf command. 

I suggest you report this bug to JoomlaPack. 
I have also identified that JoomlaPack may have other issue with backup of the future JMS 1.2.x DB
when using the sharing functionality. 
If you want an accurate backup of the DB, you can use PHPMyAdmin and its export function.

============================================================================

Re:Multisites with JoomlaPack Seems to be looping
Posted by STUCKSHUTTER - 2009/06/02 21:16
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_____________________________________

Thank you for the quick response and information Edwin, I will backup using one of  your suggested
ways. 
Regards, 
Stuckshtter
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